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1. Choose the correct answer 

a. When boulders, pebbles, stones collide into one another and break into smaller pieces while flowing 

in river it is known as  i. Abrasion  ii. Attrition  iii. Corrosion  iv. Solution 

b. The erosional process by which the river wears away its bed and the sides of the channel is known as      

i. Abrasion  ii. Attrition  iii. Corrosion  iv. Solution 

c. When rocks, boulders, pebbles are rolled along the river bed it is known as  i. Saltation  ii. 

Suspension  iii. Traction  iv. Solution 

d. Steep sided I shaped valley found in arid region  is known as   i. V shaped valley  ii. Gorge  iii. Canyon   

iv. None of these 

e. In India the Krishna river near Mahabaleshwar has formed  as   i. V shaped valley  ii. Gorge  iii. 

Canyon   iv. None of these  

f. Grand canyon is found on  i. Mississippi  ii. Colorado  iii. Tennessee  iv. St. Lawrence river 

g. Largest waterfall in the world is   i. Angel falls  ii. Victoria waterfalls  iii. Niagra waterfalls  iv. 

Livingstone falls 

h. Coarser pebbles, gravels brought by the river is its upper course is deposited in   i. Alluvial cone                 

ii. Alluvial fan  iii. Lower course  iv. None of these 

i. The word meander is named after river Meanderez which is found in  i. Asia Minor  ii. Central Asia      

iii. China  iv. South America 

j. Loess deposits are found in  i. Ganga plain  ii. Indus plain  iii. Hwang Ho plain  iv. Yang Tse Kiang plain 

k. Bird foot delta in India is found in   i. Godavari  ii. Krishna  iii. Kaveri  iv. Mahanadi 

l. Cuspate delta is found in  i. Ebro  ii. Po  iii. Nile  iv. Congo river 

m. The Vanishing  Island is  i. Ghoramara  ii. New Moore  iii. Lohachara  iv. Naya char 

n. The longest estuary is found in  i. Congo  ii. Amazon  iii. Ob  iv. Lena 

o. New Moor island is found near the mouth of  i. Hooghly  ii. Matla  iii. Raimongal  iv. Hariabhanga 
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